ADCS Prevention Instrument Project: the Mail-In Cognitive Function Screening Instrument (MCFSI).
In future research on the prevention of Alzheimer Disease (AD), a large simple prevention trial might test a safe intervention (eg, vitamins) in a very large population (eg, 10,000 subjects), powered to detect a modest treatment effect size. In a large, simple design, regular assessments must be very low cost, for example, handled by mail. The Mail-In Cognitive Function Screening Instrument (MCFSI) was developed for the Alzheimer's Disease Cooperative Study Prevention Instrument Project to evaluate whether a brief mail-in screening tool can be used as a specific and sensitive trigger for a diagnostic evaluation in the course of a prevention trial. The MCFSI consists of 2 similar sets of 14 questions mailed separately to the subject and the study partner, who are asked to complete them independently. The questions are derived from a standard clinical assessment of dementia; they ask about decline in function over the last year. We are currently evaluating the utility of the instrument in 640 subjects over the course of the "simulated" AD prevention trial. Analysis of baseline data showed significant differences in mean MCFSI scores between sex and ethnic groups (for subjects), age groups (for partners), and Clinical Dementia Rating global score groups (both subject and partner). In this nondemented population, both subject's and partner's MCFSI responses were related to cognitive performance. There was no significant association between MCFSI score for either subjects or partners and apolipoprotein E genotype. The MCFSI captures information related to cognitive and functional status in nondemented elderly individuals; the Alzheimer's Disease Cooperative Study Prevention Instrument Project will determine whether this brief, mail-in questionnaire is useful as a trigger for diagnostic evaluation in an AD primary prevention trial.